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Abstract. People use package to protect and express product, a good design
feature on package will enhance preference of consumers. Affordance is human
instinct that suggest action of usage and it imply attractive. This study prove that
a package has affordance design not only provide consumers’ a positive emo-
tional experience, better to influence consumers’ positive perception to the
contents. The outcome may assist designers in selecting or modifying package
designs for achieving desired consumer responses.
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1 Introduction

Packages are a key part of product experiences. The good design of a package can help
introduce the product, which in turn influences the consumer’s perception of the
content, i.e. the product, inside. (Schifferstein et al. 2013). In packaging design, a
designer can apply a variety of different elements to introduce a product. Textual
descriptions, which are often used, may not communicate effectively during the
immediate encounter between a product and its potential consumers (Hoogland et al.
2007). In this study, we focus on the non-verbal communication initiated by packaging
designs, in particular the affordances signified by the design features. Researchers have
shown that shape tools with strong affordance will have a positive attractively humans
(Righi et al. 2014). We hypothesize that the same effect should be found on product
packages. First of all, we investigate the strength of the affordances of common design
features on product packages. Same user actions triggered by different design features
are compared to find out which have the higher affordances. Secondly, we study
whether a design feature giving higher affordance would invoke more positive emo-
tional responses. Event-Related Potential (ERP) experiment method is used in this
study for brain data collection and subsequent analysis.

2 Related Studies

2.1 Define Affordance

In terms of design, packaging can be seen as the extended work of designing a product.
Package serves as a form of advertisement of the product before it is obtained by its
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consumers. Indeed, in Clement (2007), the design of packages was found to have a
significant influence on purchasing decisions. Packages may bring more abstract values
such as branding effect to products (Orth and Malkewitz 2008). Functionally speaking,
packages also help consumers search and recognize a product among others displayed
in a store (Clement et al. 2013). Several studies have also documented that people
match a variety of sensory features, such as abstract shapes, names, and speech sounds
even stimulate synesthesia (Velasco et al. 2013). In recent years, interested researchers
began to study packaging design with neuroscience methods. Using fMRI technique,
Reimann et al. investigated the brain activities of the participants during a product
evaluation task (Reimann et al. 2010). They found that packages had significant impact
on the sensory evaluations of the participants.

The term affordances was proposed by J.J. Gibson who is an American psychol-
ogist (Gibson 2013), he believe animal can perceive the visual signal from environment
to react properly. For the same substance have different meanings in different organ-
isms, for example human burn branch to get warm, birds build nest by branch. And
affordances can be clarified by real affordance (McGrenere and Ho 2000) and perceive
affordance (Norman 1999).

Without definition of real affordance and perceived affordance, affordances would
likely be unfamiliar to many of us.

The difference is that real affordance can be understood as a biological instinct, and
perceived affordance can be acquired through learning, culture or using experience
(Table 1).

2.2 Perceptual Information

People recognize perceptual information of objects by visual information, it show the
availability and usability of objects, i.e. human know what the function of object
through visual to observe the external characteristics of the object, and thus understand
affordance of this object. Human can’t understand affordance of objects directly by
visual. So, if an object lack of clear perceptual information, it would make people
unable to use this object. Perception information can be divided into physical and

Table 1. Comparison of affordances as defined by Gibson and Norman (McGrenere and Ho
2000).

Gibson’s (Real) Affordances
• Offerings or action possibilities in the environment in relation to the action capabilities of an
actor

• Independent of the actor’s experience, knowledge, culture, or ability to perceive
• Existence is binary – an affordance exists or it does not exist
Norman’s (Perceive) Affordances
• Suggestions or clues as to how to use the perceived properties that may or may not actually
exist

• Can be dependent on the experience, knowledge, or culture of the actor
• Can make an action difficult or easy
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psychological, physical properties of the information can be directly cognitive as
instinct of basic human needs, such as the perceptual information that flat and hard
ground can be understand it can support, sit and lie down to rest, the psychological one
is logical inference or learn from education, such as we use machine or when we see a
square on screen we will know it’s a stop button that also through learning (Fig. 1).

2.3 Application of Affordance Design Feature

Affordance have been widely studied and applied in the field of psychology but have
had limited formal application to packaging design and evaluation. (Gustafson et al.
2014), Gustafson make improvement on medical packages and significantly enhance
the reaction time of opening package and entirely identify the right opening. This
experiment establish a re-design process that confirm the application effect and im-
proval mechanism on the original package, by this process will do a scientific test
showing that where and how to use affordance.

Human use perceptual information to know affordance, it can be divided into
physical and psychological, physical informations corresponde utilitarian, and the
psychological information corresponde emotional experience, but they could both
implied utilitarian and emotional experience. In packaging design could bring value of
user usability.

The brain wave has strong physiological evidence, we suggest human think a high
affordance object is also a high attractive object by instinct, so if subjects look at a high
affordance object but low has attractive, we will confuse and our brain will cost large
energy to process contradiction (Righi et al. 2014).

Human can use much more abstract signalling systems to efficiently communicate
facts about themselves and their environment, namely spoken and written language.
When we use words to describe our object, we have to avoid emotional content in
language interfere our feeling. It will make the reaction of subject by words not stimuli.
But the emotional content in language do not affect obviously (Kissler et al. 2009).

Finally, the ultimate goal of our study is apply to the real world. The research
suggest that reward value plays an important role in aesthetic product experiences.
Further, a closer look at psychometric and neuroimaging data finds that a
paper-and-pencil measure of affective product involvement correlates with aesthetic
product experiences in the brain by fMRI (Reimann et al. 2010).

Fig. 1. (Gustafson et al. 2014)
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3 Methodology

To explore the preference between “affordance design” and consumer’s perception, we
carry out the following procedures:

3.1 Participants

Participants were recruited from the Chang Gung University by online interview. All
participants were students. 10 people participated in the define package experiment
(5 men and 5 women; ages ranging from 16 to 25 years, mean 20). 10 people par-
ticipated in the main experiment (4 men and 6 women; ages ranging from 18 to 28
years, mean 22.3).

3.2 Stimuli

We design 3 type (original, positive, negative) of action and identicated design feature
package and we check these types by 10 subjects. Then compose an one opening
illustration prototype like Fig. 2 to a pair.

At first we use normal package which can buy on the market. We use 3D modeling
and Photoshop to redesign the original package prototype to varies shape, and defined
these different positive or negative shape. Positive feature is about the package shape
can easily or helpfully to open than original package. Negative feature is about the
package shape won’t help or obstruct people to open the package than original one.
After we designed these packages, 10 participants help us confirm our definition about
positive action feature and negative action feature like Fig. 3. We checked this over 8
participants made the same judgment about the feature is positive or negative. If any
redesign feature under 8 agreement we will redesign until over 8 agreement. Through
this test we suggest it can be accurate than we defined positive or not.

Fig. 2. Indicated feature prototype and action feature prototype about cup
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3.3 Procedure

The experimenter explained the task: ‘‘Please, imagine that you are in a game, and
standing in front of the table. This game is about judging the value of content by
package design, and you will see a product package and opened package help you
image the connection between package and content.”

Shuffle all the affordance pair picture like Fig. 4 show on the screen, and ask
participant judge the value about the content in package by Likert scale.

Fig. 3. 3D models with affordance action design feature on bottle cap package.
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3.4 Content Preference Result

See Table 2.

Fig. 4. Closed package and opened package

Table 2. Content preference

Package and feature type The content preference

Original box 3.6
Positive action feature of box 3.7
Negative action feature of box 3.2
Positive indicated feature of box 3.4
Negative indicated feature of box 3.3
Original bottle cap 2.3
Positive action feature of bottle cap 2.7
Negative action feature of bottle cap 2.8
Positive indicated feature of bottle cap 2.6
Negative indicated feature of bottle cap 2.6
Original cup 3
Positive action feature of cup 2.9
Negative action feature of cup 3.1
Positive indicated feature of cup 3.4
Negative indicated feature of cup 3.4
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4 Result and Conclusion

We found the design features of the package has a higher preference except box
indicated feature and cup positive action feature, then action feature of box and bottle
cap are higher than indicated feature but feature of cup is opposite. People prefer
negative action feature of bottle cap than positive one. We consider the first result
prove people prefer aesthetic package i.e. the affordance design feature package is
pretty (Righi et al. 2014); the second one is when we open the box and bottle we need
more action like twist or pull, but cup only need a little push. So action feature is useful
than indicated feature; the last one is aesthetic preference rather than utilitarian pref-
erence even our people know this shape isn’t useful they still decide a valuable content
has a beautiful package design. So this will suggest that is a threshold about usable
preferences and appearance preferences.

Although experimental use in the form of a questionnaire, but very close with our
previous suspect, after ERP experiment will know the emotion reaction in our brain.
ERP experiment will use the stimuli from this study. We expect the results to scien-
tifically validate the influence of affordance on package design. The experiments will
prove that a package has affordance design not only provide consumers a positive
emotional experience, better to influence consumers’ positive perception to the con-
tents. We believe that the concept of affordance can be used to produce innovations in
this regard to enhance product attractivity.
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